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TRUMP ADMITS HE STAYED OVERNIGHT IN MOSQUE
Claims James Cagney Lied In "White Heat"
Yossarian Universal News Service (YU)
April 27, 2018 PTO (3051 SUT)

Planet Vindor, Quadrant 7, George Gobel Void (YU) – After weeks of denying he ever set foot
in a coin-operated laundromat, United States (Earth, Milky Way Galaxy) President Donald
Trump admitted today to staying overnight in a mosque in the rebel city of Quanz near the
Valerian time/space continuum. Trump made the startling admission in an early morning tweet in
which he said he had mistaken a Friday prayer service for the Miss Unisex Pageant.
Trump also claimed that deceased actor James Cagney, who is currently starring in a revival of
“Yankee Doodle Dandy” at the Jilly Rizzo Dinner Theatre in Branson, Missouri VI, a sister city
in the Pia Lindstrom Constellation, was never once on “top of the world” as Cagney has
repeatedly claimed in endless reruns.
Trump, who recently accepted the title of Der Gropenführer at a luncheon in his honor at Our
Lady of Peace Home for Unwed Altar Boys in the Omega 3 Galaxy, has argued that Cagney is a
leaker, a liar and a nut case. “He is a weak and untruthful slime ball who was, as time has
proven, a terrible actor and an even more terrible dancer.”
In a related story, Trump went out of his way to praise the hair style choice of former New York
Yankees owner George Steinbrenner and hinted at the possibility of a full pardon. Rudy Giuliani,
a trusted gatekeeper of the underworld and a permanent resident of Dante’s Third Circle, has
assured Trump that he will personally raise Steinbrenner from the dead in two weeks.
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